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BY

MARVIN L. TOMBER(')

Let <£ be an arbitrary field of characteristic 0. Lie algebras of types

A, B, C, and D over $ have been described in terms of associative algebras

over 4> [5; 6; 10 ](2). Using these results, Jacobson showed in [8] that these

algebras are derivation algebras of central simple Jordan algebras over 4?.

By showing that any automorphism of the derivation algebra of a Jordan

algebra is induced by an automorphism of the Jordan algebra, we give a

direct proof that Lie algebras of types A, B, C, D, and F are derivation alge-

bras of central simple Jordan algebras of degree ra^3. The methods will be

similar to those in [7] and [ll].

1. Let 12 be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. The simple

Jordan algebras over 12 are divided into classes A, B, C, D, and E, [4]. The

degrees and dimensions of the algebras in these classes are respectively:

A; ra, ra2: B; ra, ra(ra + l)/2: C; ra, 2ra2-ra: D; 2, ^3: E; 3, 27.

For simple Jordan algebras over 12 of degree at least three we may write

3= X^ei+^2L,'*> i = l, ■ ■ ■ , ra = degree of 3> j<kSn. The elements of the

subspaces 21^ may be taken to be in a simple alternative algebra 33 over 12.

The complete multiplication table of 3 in terms of this decomposition is given

in [l, §18]. The properties that we will use most are: ef = et, e,-gy = 0, 2e,-a,y

= atj, aje0(««+«y), «</«*£««, eMjk = 0, and 21,^ = 0, lSi<j<k<hSn
and a,-j£2(;y. If x£3, then x= ^a;ei-r-XA>fc> «»£^> and a#£2ly*. The re-

duced trace of x, Sp x, is defined as Sp x= z~lai- The bilinear form Sp xy is

known to be nondegenerate. If we let 3o= {x; x£3, Spx = 0}, then the re-

striction of Sp xy to 3oX3o is also nondegenerate. Since Sp xy is nonde-

generate on 3(3o) we may define the adjoint ^4* of a linear transformation

A on 3(3o) by

Sp (A*x)y = Sp x(Ay),       for all x, y £ 3(3o).

Let 3 be a Jordan algebra over a field $ of characteristic 0. We shall use

the notation R(x), x£3 to stand for the linear transformation R(x)y=yx,

for all y£3- The linear transformations 2Z[i?(x;), R(yj)] are derivations of

37 If 3 is semi-simple, then all derivations of 3 have this form. Let 35(3)

denote the derivation algebra of 3- The subspace 3o is invariant with respect

to 3 and we shall use 3)(3o) to denote the restriction of 35(3) to 3o- In [3]

and [8] the derivation algebras of the simple Jordan algebras are computed.
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Over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 they are: 3 of class A

and degree n, 35(3) =An; 3 of class B, and degree n, 35(3) =BP ior n = 2p + l

and 35(3) =PPfor n = 2p; 3 of class C and degree n, 35(3) = CP where n = 2p;

3 of class D, 35(3) =BP or Dp; 3 of class E, 35(3) =Fi-
If 3 is simple over fl of degree at least three, the subspace © generated

by ei — e2 and I12, 1 the identity of 58, is irreducible with respect to the deriva-

tions [P(ei), P(li2)] and [R(e2), P(li2)]. Thus some subspace 90? of 3o which

is invariant with respect to 35(3o) must contain ©. If 90? contains @, then it

will contain [P(ei), R(ax,)](ex — e2) =aXj/4, cziyGStiy. Thus 90? also contains

2Iiy, j = 2, • • • , n. Similarly 90? contains 2I2j-. Using the derivation [P(ey),

P(cijy)], we have that ei — e3- is in 90?. Continuing in this manner, it may be

seen that 90? = 3o and 3o is an irreducible representation space for 35(3o).

With slight changes in the proof the same is true for algebras of degree two.

Since 3o is an irreducible representation space for 35(3o), by Schur's

Lemma it follows that any linear transformation which commutes with

every element of 35(3o) is of the form cr7, cr£S2 and 7 the identity transforma-

tion of 3o- As in [ll] it can be seen that if 5 is an automorphism of 3> then

•530 = 30 and if 3 is a simple Jordan algebra over $ and S an extension of

*, then 3os = (3s)o-
2. If ? is a Lie algebra over an arbitrary algebraically closed field of

characteristic 0, then it is known that the irreducible representations of L

are determined by the highest weight of the representation [2; 12]. In this

section we shall determine the number of nonsimilar representations of Lie

algebras as derivation algebras of Jordan algebras. For the Lie algebra P4

this has been done in [ll].
A. For a Lie algebra A„, «2;2, of class A the degree of the irreducible

representation as 35(3o) isw2— 1. If A = mx\x+m2\2+ ■ ■ ■ +mn\n is a weight

of a representation of A„, then mx+m2+ ■ ■ ■ +m„ = 0. If the form A is a

weight, then so are A —(X,—X,), • • • , A — («,-wy)(X,-— Xy). The quantities

mi — mj are integers and the m's are rational numbers, [2, p. 68]. The last

form in the above string implies that if A is a weight, then so is any form ob-

tained from A by a permutation of the m's. If A is the highest weight of an

irreducible representation of An, then mi^m2}z • • ■ z±mn.

Let A be the highest weight of an irreducible representation of An of

degree n2 — 1. We will show that A=Xi—X„ and thus all irreducible repre-

sentations of An are similar. First we consider A with Wi2:l which implies

mi — mn^2. The weight A'=A — (Xi— X2) is distinct from A. If mi — l=m2

= • • • =mn-i = mn = l, then A=Xi—X„. If At^Xi— X„, then A or A' must

have at least three distinct m's and the other two. Counting the weights ob-

tained from A and A' we must have at least w2 weights which is impossible

for an irreducible representation of degree w2 —1 [12, p. 76]. For mi<l the

possible highest weights and the degrees of the corresponding irreducible

representations are given in   [2, pp. 68-69]. The degrees are C„,,?^w2 — 1.
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Since there is a representation of degree ra2 —1 its highest weight is Xi— X„.

B. The Lie algebra Bp, n = 2p + l>5, of class B has two irreducible

representations as a derivation algebra of Jordan algebras. These have de-

gree ra and 2p2+3p. It A = mi\i+ ■ • ■ +mp\p is a weight of an irreducible

representation oiBp, then so are the forms: A— X,-, • • • ,A — 2?ra;X;;A — (Xj+X,),

• • • , A — (mi+mj)(jki+\j); A — (X,-— Xy), • • • , A —(raz —razy)(X,-—Xy). In par-

ticular, if A is a weight, so is —A and any form obtained from A by a permuta-

tion of the m's.

If A is a highest weight of an irreducible representation, then mi^mi

^ • • • s^wZpsiO. First let ?rai>l and mp9^0. The 2P forms +mjKi + mjKi

+ • • • +mjkp are weights. If all the mf are not equal, using permutations,

we get at least p2p distinct weights. If all w,- are equal, a similar set of weights

generated from A—Xi will give at least p2p distinct weights. For pr^3,

p2p>2p2+3p. For p = 3 it is easy to enumerate more than 27 distinct weights.

Thus there is no representation of Bp as 35(3o) where the highest weight

satisfies Wi>l and mp^0. Next we consider the case mi = mp = l. From the

first string of weights listed above we see that the forms ^s,X,-, st = ±1, 0,

are 3" distinct weights. For py^3, 3p>2p2 + 3p which is impossible. The de-

gree of the irreducible representation corresponding to A = Xi+X2+X3 is given

in Cartan [2, p. 87]. This degree is 35 which is greater than 27. Let mp = 0

and mi>l. If A?^2Xi, we may obtain from A the weights ±2Xi+X2 and

+ X1 + X2. Taking the permutations of these weights we get 6p(p — 1) distinct

weights which is impossible. We shall see that 2Xi is the highest weight of the

representation of degree 2p2-4-3p since all other weights will be eliminated.

Finally, for mi<l, or mi = l and mp = 0 the possible highest weights are

listed in [2]. In Cartan's notation Iii corresponds to an irreducible repre-

sentation of degree 2p5^2p + l, 2p2+3p; n2 is the highest weight of the

representation of degree 2p + l; LT3 is the highest weight of the adjoint

representation of degree 2p2+p + l. The system of weights for Di*, i=|4, con-

tains the system of weights for II4 which clearly has more than 2p2+3p

distinct weights.

C. The Lie algebra Cp with ra = 2p ^ 4 of class C has an irreducible repre-

sentation as 35(3o) of degree 2p2 — p — 1. If A = iraiX1+ • • • +mjkp is a weight

of a representation of Cv, the forms A —2X,-, • • • , A —2w,-X,-; A —(Xj+Xy),

• • • , A — (mi+mj)(\i+\j); A—(X<—Xy), • • • , A — (w,- — mj)(\i— Xy) are also
weights and the m; are integers.

If mi>l, use of transformations of the form A'=A —?ray(X,+Xy) shows

that the system of weights includes wziXi or mjki+mj\i. For A' = miXi+w2'X2,

changes of sign and permutations give 2p(p — l) distinct weights and permu-

tations of A' — (Xi +X2) give at least p more which is greater than 2p2 — p — 1.

From K' = mjki we obtain (mi — l)Xi-r-X2. Again changing signs and permuting

the coefficients we find more than 2p2 — p — l distinct weights. For mi = l we

know Hi is the highest weight of the representation of degree 2p. It is clear
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that the weights IT,-, i = 3, ■ ■ ■ , p, may be eliminated. Thus LT2=Xi+X2 is

the highest weight for a representation of Cp as 35(3o).

D. The Lie algebra Dp, n = 2p 2:6, has representations as 35(3o) of degree

2p and 2p2+p — 1. It will be convenient to make the restriction p>4. If

A = WiXi+ • • • +mp\p is a weight of an irreducible representation of Dp, we

may obtain from A the weights A — (X<+Xy), • • • , A —(wi+wy)(X,+Xy);

A —(Xi—Xy), • • • , A —(w, —OTy)(X,-—Xy). The rational numbers mi are either

all integers or all fractions with denominator 2 and odd numerator.

Let A be a highest weight of an irreducible representation. We consider

several cases. Let A be such that mp = 0 and m3^0. Permutations of the

coefficients of A, A — (wi+j»2)(Xi+X2), and A —w3(X3+Xj,) yield at least p,

p(p-l)(p-2)/2, and p(p-l) distinct weights. This is more than 2p2+p-l

weights, for p>4. If the mt are all integers and mp?±0, the transformation

A—>A— \mp\ (kp-i— Xp) will give us a weight in the group just considered

Now consider those weights with mi>i and all w; fractions. The system of

weights obtainable in this case clearly contains a weight with mi^m2 s^m's

= ■ • • =m'v-i = I mp I = 1/2 and it is easy to see that this will generate more

than 2p2+p — 1 distinct weights. The weights IF and II2, m, = l/2, for class

D are the highest weights of the spin representations of Dp of degree 2P~1

9^2p2+p — l. Finally if m3 = 0 and mi^O, A = 2Xi, Xi+X2, Xi, or A can be

transformed into a weight of the first form we considered. The weight Xi+X2

is the highest weight of the adjoint representation of Dp of degree 2p2 — 3p + 2.

Thus the only possible highest weights are Xi and 2Xi. The weight Xi belongs

to the representation of degree 2p and 2Xi is the highest weight of the repre-

sentation of degree 2p2+p — 1.

Thus we have proved:

Theorem 1. Over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, all irreduc-

ible representations of the Lie algebras of class An, n^2, Bp, p2t3, Cp, ps^2,

Dp, p2^5, and P4 as 35(3o) of the same degree are similar.

3. This section will be devoted to the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If D-^D is an automorphism of 35(3), 3 a simple Jordan

algebra of degree at least 3 over an algebraically closed field £2 of characteristic 0,

and 35(3) is not the Lie algebra 7>4, then there is a unique automorpism S of 3

such that B = SDS~l.

Using Theorem 1, we begin as in [7] and [ll] by defining a linear trans-

formation S on 3 such that D = SDS~1, 5*5 = 7 the identity transformation

on 3, Se = e the identity of 3, Sp (Sx)(Sy) =Sp xy, and Sp 5x = Sp x, x, y£3-
We consider Jordan algebras of degree n 2t 3. All subscripts shall be under-

stood to have the values 1, • ■ ■ , n, g, i, j, k, p, and q will be used as distinct

subscripts, and xm, aiuv, etc. will be used as elements of SL„, u<v and u, v

= g, *\ j, k, p, q. The derivation 77= [P(xjy), R(xik)} acts as follows: Da
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= Deg = Dapq = 0, DapjG%Pk, Dapk£%.pj, 7>a;y£2t«, 7>a,-,b£§Iiy, 7>ey, Dek£=%jk,

and 7>ayt£12e,- + 12ey-f-12et.
Let fi = Sei. Since 5 is nonsingular we may write

fi = ZJ aihfh + Z-/ Saut,        s < t and a,-/, £ fi.

To this equation we apply the derivation 57)5_1 and obtain

2fjSDei = 0 = z^t ctihSDen + z^, SDaist.

This implies, because of the linear independence of the subspaces involved,

that (i) aijDej+aikek = 0, (ii) Daipj = DaiPk = 0, (iii) Daaj = Dauk = 0, and (iv)

Daijk = 0. If x,-y= l,y and xik= 1,*, 1 the identity of 33, then from (i) we have

otij = ctik. In the same manner (ii) implies that aipj = aiPk = 0. From [9, Lemma

1, p. 31] we see that Daiij = (xikXij)aus and Dauk= —(xijXik)auk. The same

choice of x,y and Xik shows that (iii) implies a«y = a*,* = 0. The element Daijk

is in the subspace 12e,-r-12ey-|-12eA. From (iv) we know that the component of

Daijk in 12e* is 0. Suppose a.-yi^O, then we may choose x,y so that the product

flytXy£Sl« is different from 0, otherwise B would not be simple. Further-

more, since Slei + Q,ek+%ik is a simple Jordan algebra, we may choose xn,

such that (aijkXij)Xik7*0. Since (a,-yiX,-y)x«£i2(e,--r-e*), we have a contradiction

and a,yt = 0. If this is done for each pair 7, k we get all 5a,-y* = 0 and a,-p=a<g.

Thus ff may be written as

2

fi = otifi + Pie

since XlA = e- Sp/2 = Sp e\ = Sp et= 1, Sp/i = Spe, = l, and Spe = w, thus

(1) fi = (1 - npj)fi + pie.

To equation (1) we apply the derivation S[R(ei), R(aig)]S~1 and obtain

(2) 2fiSaig = (1 — nPi)Saig.

Applying the same derivation to (2) and to (2) with i and g interchanged we

have

(3) 26fi(fa - fi) + (Saigy = 8(1- np/)(f0 - /,-)

and

(3') 28fg(fg - fj) - (Saigy = 6(1 - npg)(fg - /,)

where a%=6(ei+eg). The quantity aig may be chosen so that 0^0. Now we

add (3) and (3'). Since e, fi, and/„ are linearly independent we may equate

the coefficients of e on each side of the equation and obtain p\-=/3y. Thus (1)

and (2) may be written as
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(4) U = (1 - nfifi + fc

and

(5) 2fiSaig = (1 — nfi)Saig.

For «2r4, let fif„=2^aiohfh+2^^aisit- ff we aPP'y the derivations

S[P(xiy), R(xik)]S~1 and 5[P(x„y), R(xgk)]S~1 to fifg, then in a manner sim-

ilar to that ior fi we obtain //„ = Saigig + 2^iaig>>M ciigp = aigq. Now, use of the

derivation S[R(et), R(xig)]S~1 gives aigi = aigg and Saigig = 0. Thus, the prod-

uct/V„ may be written as fifg = yig(fi+fg)+bige. For n = 3, the equation

(fi+fo)2=(e—fk)2 gives the same result. Since Sp//fl = Sp eie„ = 0, 2yig+nSig

= 0 and fifg= -nbig(ft+fg)/2+8ige.
Since £/4 = <?, / =/;( £/*) =/? + Zl'Af* or

/,- = (1 - nffli + Pe+(2Z' 5ih)e - n(£' Sih)(fi + fh)/2.

Comparing coefficients of/y we have 0 = j8 + 22'5a — w5,y/2, which implies

that all 5,-y are equal and 5^ = 2/3/(2—n). Thus

(6) (« - 2)/^ = «/3(/i + /,) - 2pe.

For any agkE^igk the derivation 5[P(e„), P(a0it)]5_1 applied to (6) yields

(7) (n — 2)fiSagk = n/3Sagk.

For arbitrary a,-0£2L» an<3 iyG2l»y the derivations S[R(e,), R(ait)]S~l and

5[P(e,-), R(aij)]S~1 applied to (7) give

(8) (n - 2)(Saig)(Sagk) = (n - 2 - n20)Saik,

where aik = aiaagk, and

(9) (Sa<y)(.W) = 0.

The relations (3) through (9) allow us to compute both sides of (fiSatf)

'(Saig)2=(fi(SaitJ)2)Saig. If aig is chosen so that a2g^0, then this straight-

forward computation will give a cubic equation for 8. The roots of this equa-

tion, the only possible values for 8, are 8 = 0, (n — 2)/n2, and 2(n — 2)/n2. For

8 = (n - 2)/n2 we have; ff = (2«/,- + (n — 2)e)/n2, fiSaig = Saig/n, fifg
= (nfi + nfa — 2e)In2, fiSagk = Sagk/n, (Saig)(Sagk) = (Saij)(Sagk) = 0, and

(Saig)2 = i0e/n. Since every element of 3 can be written in the form ^cva/a

+ X,5asi it is easy to see that every element of 3 satisfies a quadratic equation

when 8=(n — 2)/n2. This is impossible for a Jordan algebra of degree greater

than 2. Hence, /3 = 0 or 2(n-2)/n2.

Sx was defined as 7e+<r-1/25iXo for x=ye+x0. Let 5'x = ye —cr~1/25ix0.

Then S' has all the properties we have derived for 5. Sp x = Sp (Sx) =ny and

Sx + 5'x = 2ye imply Sx+S'x = 2(Sp x)e/n. Calling S'ei=fl, we have fi

= (2/n)e—fi and
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(fi)2 = P'e + (1 - np')f'i  = (-p' + 2/n)e + (-1 + np')fi

= ((2/n)e - /<)2 = 03 + 4/«2)* + (1 - np - 4/ra)/,-.

Comparing coefficients we get f$' = (2n — 4)/ra2— /3. Thus if /3 = (2ra —4)/re2,

j8' = 0. Therefore (by replacing 5 by 5' if necessary) we may assume that

0 = 0.
By placing /3 = 0 in (3)-(9) we see that 5 is an automorphism of 3-

To see that 5 is unique, let R be an automorphism of 3 such that D—*D

= SDS-l=RDR-\ In §1 we saw that i?30 = 3o- Thus on 30, R^S commutes

with all D. Hence i?_15 = a7, a^O in 12, on 3o; that is, 5 = aR on 3o- Choose

ai2£2li2, ai3£2Ii3 such that ai2ai3 = a235^0 in 9I23. San = aRan, San = o-Rais, and

5a23 = (5ai2)(5ai3) =a2(i?ai2)(7?a13) =a2i?a23. Hence a=l. Since Re = Se, R = S

on 3.
4. In this section we assume merely that the base field $ is of character-

istic 0. A Lie algebra 8 is said to be of type A, B, C, D, or F if 2a is the Lie

algebra A, B, C, D, or F4 over 12.where 12 is the algebraic closure of 4>. Our

determination of the Lie algebras of types A, B, C, D, and F is given in

terms of the central simple Jordan algebras over <i> of degree at least three.

The restriction to Jordan algebras of degree at least three is made because

the automorphism of the preceding section is not unique for algebras of

degree two.

In [7] Jacobson characterizes Lie algebras of type G as the derivation

algebras of Cayley algebras over <£. The first three theorems in this section

are restatements of analogous theorems for algebras of type G. The proofs

of these theorems shall be omitted here. The statements made in §1 together

with known results about Jordan algebras allow us to use Jacobson's proofs.

Theorem 3. Let 3i and 32 be central simple Jordan algebras of degree at

least three over a field $ of characteristic 0 such that 35(3i)=3K32) where 35(3i)

is not of type D4. Then there exists a unique isomorphism 5 between 3i and 32

such that the given isomorphism between £)(3i) and 35(32) has the form D-^E

= SDS~\

The requirement 35(30=35(32) ensures that /i and 32 have the same

split algebra and the proof in [7] goes through.

Theorem 4. If 3 is a central simple Jordan algebra of degree at least three

over a field 4> of characteristic 0 and 3)(3) is not of type D4, then the group of

automorphisms of 35(3) is isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of 3-

Theorem 5. A necessary and sufficient condition that a Lie algebra S over

afield $ of characteristic 0 be of type A, B, C, D, or F with the exception of type

Diis that £=35(3). 3 a central simple Jordan algebra of degree at least three over <£.

From [4] it can be seen that the Lie algebras of type Ai are the derivation
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algebras of the Jordan algebras of class Ai and that the Lie algebras of type

An are the derivation algebras of the Jordan algebras of class An.

Theorem 6. A Lie algebra 8 over a field $ of characteristic 0 is simple with

multiplication center P and of type A, B, C, D, or F with the exception of type

D4 over P if and only if 8=35(21) for some simple Jordan algebra 21 of degree

at least three with center P.

The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 of [ll].
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